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Old School Hack Monsters 

 

Naturally, DMs can come up with new talents, mix and match, or boost talents on the fly by feeding the 

bowl. Still, here are some standards to help make it easy to give players a foil for their awesomeness. 

 

Minions 

 

 Goblin. AC 8-10. Breeders the size of children that overpopulate as a survival mechanism to 

compensate for their individual disposability. Sadistic, marginalized, thieving little monsters. 

o Grapple. 1 AP. Instead of attacking, the goblin can fling itself on a foe, granting -2 to all 

actions until it is dealt with. 

 Kobold. AC 10. Yipping mix of reptilian and canine features wrapped in a vicious leather package. 

o Trap Skills. 1 AP per trap. A default trap will be Awareness difficulty 7 to detect, and it will 

act as a weapon type and do that kind of damage, or it will act to push or throw the target. A 

tribe will often know one kind of poison to enhance their traps. 

 Orc. AC 8 (often with armor added). Pig-faced lazy violent humanoids revelling in chaos and raiding. 

o Brutal. Can add +1 wound to an attack once per arena without spending APs. 

 Slith. AC 10. Half the size of a housecat, bipedal lizards shaped like small tyrannosaurus rexes. Breed 

in sewers, tough leather hides, terrifying in swarms. 

o Swarm. Instead of rolling extra dice to hit, each slith after the first adds +1 to hit. Every 5 

slith attacking one target inflict +1 wound. 

 Wolf (common). AC 8. The size of a large dog, these wilderness predators are individually 

unimpressive but dangerous in packs. 

o Worry. 1 AP. If the wolf successfully impedes the target, the target is -1d10 to attack and -4 

to all rolls. 

 

Guards 

 

 Alligator. AC 14. Ridged and leathery, primordial and cruel and patient. Can hold breath for half an 

hour at least. Jaws count as a heavy weapon. 

o Snap. 1 AP and the bite attack counts as a very heavy weapon attack. 

 Hellhound. AC 10. Coal black, eyes and mouth glowing red-hot, terrifying. 

o Howl. AP 1. All those who can hear the howl are -2 on everything unless they pass a 

Commitment test difficulty 9. 

o Hotmouth. Claws and jaws count as a heavy weapon. Spend 1 AP to double damage through 

a gust of heat. 

 Hunting feline. AC 10. Tigers, lions, cougars, lynx, or various predatory fantasy breeds. 

o Light Weapons. Claws are very effective at hitting, gaining 3d10 and keeping the top 2 rolls. 

o Quick. Cats get +2 initiative. Also, feed 1 AP to the bowl for the cat to dodge a single attack 

each round. 

 Trog. AC 10. Finned reptilian humanoids with filthy stink glands and a taste for human meat. 

Variously armed, sometimes armored (AC 10 for their hide only). Excellent swimmers who can hold 

their breath for half an hour or more. 

o Stench. All those in melee range with them must test Commitment difficulty 7 or be -2 for 

the next few minutes, from the stink. 

o Claws and Jaws. Even unarmed, they count as having light weapons, with their fangs and 

claws. 
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Monsters 

 

 Bear. AC 12. 8 wounds. Twice the bulk of a human, they mostly want to be left alone. Furry, with 

fangs and claws. 

o Tough. Ignores the first wound from any attack.  

o Mighty. Does damage as a very heavy weapon. 

 Carrion Crawler. AC 10. 6 wounds. Looks like a caterpillar 3 meters long, can crawl on ceilings and 

walls just as easily as the ground. Two big bug eyes and eight tentacles. 

o Tentacle Mass. 1 AP. Attacks from the front are parried, the to-hit roll reduced by 1d10. 

o Caress. The crawler does not attack to injure; instead, when it hits, the target must test 

Commitment difficulty 9 or be frozen rigid for about a minute. 

o Long Chew. The crawler takes a focus action to try to chew an immobile foe; if beating the 

AC, the crawler does 1 wound. 

 Crocodile Monster. AC 16. 10 wounds. 5 meter crocodile. Bite attack is as a very heavy weapon. 

o Camouflage. If it is hunting or resting, floating, it requires Awareness difficulty 9 test to 

realize it is not a tree or sand bar. 

o Eat. If it hits with a face shot or by more than 5, it can suck the target (if human sized or 

smaller) into its gullet, doing 2 automatic wounds a round once in there. 

 Displacer. AC 12. 6 wounds. Like a huge puma with two extra legs and two whip tentacles from its 

shoulders. 

o Displacer Field. Always on unless it is voluntarily off, this projects a weird haze around the 

creature where it cannot clearly be seen. Attacks requiring sight are -4 to hit. If hit “in the 

face” the attack hits without having to roll, but does not inflict an extra wound. 

o Reach. Its tentacles count as reach weapons, and it prefers frequenting hazardous arenas. 

 Ethereal Marauder. AC 10. 6 wounds. Hideous beaked biped made mostly of mouth, this thing 

exists in reality and in the energy next to it. 

o Blinker. 1 AP. If it is hit with an attack, it can flicker out of the way by testing a 7+. It cannot 

avoid hits “to the face.” 

o Half Real. It is immune to being impeded or grappled, pushed or thrown. 

o Beak. Its beak counts as a very heavy weapon. 

 Gargoyle. AC 14. 6 wounds. Looks like a demented carved statue with wings. It can fly. 

o Stony. Ignores the first 2 points of damage from any attack. Awareness test of 9 to realize it 

is alive at a distance of more than a few meters, 6 up close. 

o Claws and Jaws. Counts as having a light weapon. 

 Otyugh. AC 12. 10 wounds. Disgusting leathery lump with three stubby legs and two abrasive whip 

tentacles, a third with two eyes so it can scout outside its pool of murk without exposing itself. Eats 

garbage. 

o Filthy. Each attack that inflicts a wound requires a test against Brawn at difficulty 7. If the 

target succeeds, no further effect. Otherwise, the target takes -2 penalty to all dice rolls and 

loses 1 wound every day that cannot be healed until healed by magic or a skilled healer. 

o Tough. Ignores the first wound from any attack. 

o Reach. Its tentacles count as reach weapons, and it prefers frequenting hazardous arenas. 

 Owlbear. AC 12. 12 wounds. Towering about 3 meters tall, this heavily muscled and thickly furred 

monster has an owl beak, a bear physique and claws, and the temperament of a wolverine with a rash. 

o Tough. Ignores the first wound from any attack. 

o Savage. 3 AP. Once it hits successfully, it can double its damage. 

o Natural Weapons. Its beak and claws count as a very heavy weapon. 

 Troll. AC 14. 14 wounds. This three meter monstrosity has greenish knobbled hide, bristling black 

hair, and soulless pits for eyes.  

o Tough. Ignores the first wound from any attack. 
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o Savage. 3 AP. Once it hits successfully, it can double its damage. 

o Claws and Jaws. Its natural weapons count as a heavy weapon. 

o Brimming With Life. Every round it can regenerate up to 3 wounds at the cost of 1 AP each 

to the bowl. It cannot regenerate from fire or acid, track those wounds separately. It must be 

taken to -4 wounds to be truly killed. 

 

Giant Monsters 

 

 Dragon. AC 16. 20 wounds. House-sized body with a 5 meter neck and a massive bony skull weapon 

packed with wicked intellect and greed and savagery. Four long legs ending in gristly talons, two 

leathern wings, a vicious whip-like tail 6 meters long. The king of monsters. 

o Back Arena. Its back counts as a hazardous area. 

o Breathe Flame. 3 APs. Affects an arena and a half that are adjacent to each other (3 half 

arenas.) Inflicts 5 wounds to all in that space. Those able to make a Daring test difficulty 9 

who are less than half an arena from cover may take half damage. 

o Monster Maw. It bites as a very heavy weapon, +1 damage per AP fed to the bowl, no limit. 

o Hard Skull. Any hit at the dragon’s head counts as hitting a shield. 

o Lash. 1 AP. A hit with the tail inflicts 3 wounds and flings a target to an adjacent arena; if the 

target hits something hard, then it takes an additional 2 wounds. 

o Pounce. 3 APs. Landing on a target in the current or an adjacent arena, the dragon can roll to 

hit 4 times, each hit as a very heavy weapon, for its talons and jaws coming down with all its 

weight on hapless victims. 

o Spellcaster. 2 APs per spell. The DM can choose to give the dragon some spells. The dragon 

casts as an attack action, not needing to use focus actions. 

 Hydra. AC 10. 15 wounds +2 per head. Cottage-sized body with necks 4 meters long, each capped 

with a befangled bone nightmare of a head. They like to back up in an alcove to fight. 

o Claws and Jaws. Its natural weapons count as a heavy weapon. 

o Self Defense Posture. Generally, half the heads use protect actions while the others attack. 

Each head/neck can take 2 wounds before being too crippled to fight on. 

o Breathe Flame. 2 APs per head. It breathes fire in a cone, covering a full arena (including 

two halves) in any direction. Damage is 2 wounds per head participating in a direction. Each 

head after the first contributing to the fire grants -2 to Daring tests (difficulty to dodge one 

head’s flame is 7) to take half damage.  

 Tyrannosaurus Rex. AC 10. 20 wounds. Enormous bipedal monster with huge jaws. 

o Back Arena. Its back counts as a hazardous arena. 

o Monster Maw. It bites as a very heavy weapon, +1 damage per AP fed to the bowl, no limit. 

o Stomp. Anything it successfully hits at -2 that is less than 2 meters tall is automatically 

killed. 

o Hard Skull. Any hit at the monster’s head counts as hitting a shield. 

 Wyvern. AC 10. 10 wounds. Coach sized body with a three meter neck capped by a gruesome bony 

head full of fangs (but not brains), a three meter tail capped by a venomous stinger, two taloned legs, 

and two wings. 

o Venom Barb. 1 AP. The wyvern gets an extra attack in the round, stinging, +2 to hit. The 

stinger strikes as a very heavy weapon, and if so much as 1 wound is inflicted, the venom is 

injected. It reduces the target by 1 Brawn a round until it is all gone, then the target dies. 

o Tearing Bite. 1 AP. If the wyvern successfully bites, 1 AP to the bowl means the target’s 

armor is ruined, and the damage is counted as a very heavy weapon hit to the face. (If the hit 

is to the face, then the tearing bite is free!) 

o Swoop. 1 AP. The wyvern can swoop past a target and strike with feet at -2 to hit, doing 

double damage as a very heavy weapon. 
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